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This project proposal arose from an effort to contribute further to not only an understanding of

fault system geometry, but to address issues of importance to the UCERF3 project. In the end,

contributing to UCERF3 ended up driving the effort on this project, with multiple contributions

to UCERF3 being the main results presented below. Two main publications were supported

by this project, which are discussed below. These publications contributed directly to a key

part of the UCERF3 project concerning scaling laws in the longer term hazard estimates. Fault

system geometry relationships relevant to testing the model, and updating it in time dependent

manner, was deemed a less urgent priority by the Working Group, and so results relevant to that

were bumped down in priority. On that front, work examining the role that complex stranded

geometries play in fault system dynamics was initiated, with interesting preliminary results

obtained. This last work is presented at the end of this report.

Two papers in press aknowledged SCEC support:

“Earthquake Surface Slip Length Data is Fit by Constant Stress Drop and is Useful for
Seismic Hazard Analysis” [Shaw, 2013a], Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
in press, 2013.

“ Evaluation of Magnitude-Scaling Relationships and Depth of Rupture” [Shaw, 2013b],
B.E. Shaw, Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast 3 Appendix E, Working
Group on California Earthquake Probabilities, 2013. This project evaluated magnitude-area

scaling relations for use in the new UCERF3 (Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast

3) seismic hazard estimate for California. New methodologies were introduced into seismic

hazard analysis whereby moment balancing to match event rates to fault slip rates was replaced

with slip-rate balancing, and a new data source based on surface slip data was applied. In this

way two branches for estimating slip, a more traditional implied slip based on magnitude-area

scaling and a new surface slip based on surface slip-length scaling was implemented. Various

scaling laws were evaluated. New scalings based on constant stress drop [Shaw, 2009, 2013a]

were found to perform very well compared with previously used scaling laws [Ellsworth, 2003;

Hanks and Bakun, 2008], and included in the logic tree branches. This work has broad impacts

for society, in terms of being implemented now to estimate seismic hazard in California, and in

terms of developing new methodologies which may be potentially applied more broadly.
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Technical report

“Earthquake Surface Slip Length Data is Fit by Constant Stress Drop and is Useful for
Seismic Hazard Analysis” [Shaw, 2013a], Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America,
in press, 2013.

We present a new way to use directly observable surface slip measurements in seismic haz-

ard estimates. We present measures of scaling relation fits to slip-length data. These fits show

sublinear scaling, a slowing in the rate of increase in slip for the longest ruptures, so that “L”

scaling, scaling with the length of the rupture, does not hold out to very large aspect ratio

events. We find the best fitting for a constant stress drop model, followed next by a square root

of length model. The constant stress drop model, newly introduced here, provides a geomet-

rical explanation for a longstanding puzzle of why slip only begins to saturate at large aspect

ratios. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this result. The good fit of the constant stress drop model to the

slip-length data lends further support to the observations of constant stress drop scaling across

the whole range of magnitudes of earthquakes, from small to great earthquakes. The good fit

of the constant stress drop model is also reflected by the low variability about the mean, with

an average less than a factor of 2 variability in stress drop about the mean seen. Converting

magnitude-area scaling into implied slip-length scaling, we find qualitative consistency in the

functional forms, but a quantitative difference of on average roughly 30% more slip estimated

from magnitude-area compared with slip-length. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this result.

“ Evaluation of Magnitude-Scaling Relationships and Depth of Rupture” [Shaw, 2013b],
B.E. Shaw, Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast 3 Appendix E, Working
Group on California Earthquake Probabilities, 2013. This project evaluated magnitude-

area scaling relations for use in the new UCERF3 (Uniform California Earthquake Rupture

Forecast 3) seismic hazard estimate for California. New methodologies were introduced into

seismic hazard analysis whereby moment balancing to match event rates to fault slip rates was

replaced with slip-rate balancing, and a new data source based on surface slip data was ap-

plied. In this way two branches for estimating slip, a more traditional implied slip based on

magnitude-area scaling and a new surface slip based on surface slip-length scaling was im-

plemented. Various scaling laws were evaluated. New scalings based on constant stress drop

[Shaw, 2009, 2013a] were found to perform very well compared with previously used scaling

laws [Ellsworth, 2003;Hanks and Bakun, 2008], and included in the logic tree branches. Figure

4 illustrates this result. This work has broad impacts for society, in terms of being implemented

now to estimate seismic hazard in California, and in terms of developing new methodologies

which may be potentially applied more broadly.
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Multistranded faults

Figure 5 illustrates an important new result, showing both the capability to simulate the multi-

stranded problem, and the role that multistrands play in relieving some of the locking effects that

rough single strands suffer from. On the left column of figures, we see geometry, slip rate, and

event magnitudes in time on a single rough strand. Following an initial mega event on the system

beginning from no slip on the fault, the system has a few thousand year period of time having

a broad spectrum of sizes of events, before starting to lock up due to stress heterogeneity’s

from geometry issues, with only moderate sized events then spanning only small pieces of the

system occurring. In contrast, on the right column of figures, we see for a collection of rough

strands the system maintains an ability to support through going ruptures and slip rates across

the system comparable to the remote loading rate, with only a few isolated elements locking up

(seen by the downward curving very small (M< 4) ma gnitude event sequences in figure 2f).

These new simulation capabilities raise the possibility of generalizing beyond backslip models

on complex fault geometries.
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Figure 1:Constant stress drop scaling does a good job fitting surface slip data. Geological surface slip

observations of average slip versus length. Symbol type indicates focal mechanism: strike-slip (circle),

normal (diamond), thrust (square). Dashed lines show asymptotic scaling limits for circular and long

rectangular ruptures. Solid line shows scaling combining these two limits. Parameters on lines are:

constant stress drop∆σ = 4 MPa, seismogenic widthW = 15 km. From [Shaw, 2013a]
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Figure 2:Constant stress drop scaling does a good job fitting surface slip data for different focal mecha-

nisms. Curves show dip effects on expected scaling. Data points are geological surface slip observations

of average slip versus length. Symbol type indicates focal mechanism: strike-slip (circle), normal (di-

amond), thrust (square). Curves show scaling expected for fixed seismogenic depth, but changing dip,

and thus downdip width and changing modulus effects. All curves have the same stress drop, a value

for best fit stress drop to strike-slip data of3.91 MPa . Different curves use same seismogenic depth

of 15km and different dips90◦ (solid line) strike-slip and60◦ (short-dashed line) and30◦ (long-dashed

line) dip-slip. Note only relatively small differences expected in scaling of events with different focal

mechanisms, which appears consistent with data. From [Shaw, 2013a]
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Figure 3:Scaling relations for large strike-slip events. (a) Magnitude-area scaling relations. Red circles

denote magnitude and area of events fromHanks and Bakun[2008] database. Dahsed yellow line is

linearWells and Coppersmith[1994] mag-area relation, Black line is linear Ellsworth-B [WGCEP, 2003]

magnitude-area relation. Green line isHanks and Bakun[2002] bilinear relation. Yellow line isWells

and Coppersmith[1994] scaling relation. Blue line isShaw[2009] scaling relation. The S09′ relation is

illustrated using defaultW values, withW = 15km. (b) Implied slip-length scaling from magnitude-

area data. Magnitude is converted to moment, then divided by area and modulus to get slip. Area is

converted to length by dividing area by width assuming seismogenic depth H=15 km. Data shown with

light blue circles. Different color lines represent different magnitude-area scaling laws rescaled the same

way the data has been. The curves are the implied slip-length for: Ellsworth-B [WGCEP, 2003] (red),

Hanks-Bakun [Hanks and Bakun, 2008] (green),Shaw[2009] (black). The S09′ relation is illustrated

using defaultW = 15km. From [Shaw, 2013a]
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Figure 4: Fits of surface slip-length scaling laws to surface slip observations of average slip versus

length using newBiasi et al.[2012] database. Color indicates focal mechanism: strike-slip (blue), dip-

slip (magenta). Curves only fit to strike-slip data. In order of best fit to least good fit: black line

shows constant stress drop scaling; red line showsL1/2 scaling; green line showsL scaling. Note

change in vertical axis scale in Figure 3b versus this Figure, reflecting overall systematic difference, and

fundamental epistemic uncertainty, in average slip estimates from magnitude-area versus surface slip

observations. Some of this difference reflects different events in the two different databases, but some

of it, a difference of around 30%, remains when we restrict to looking at the same events. But also note

overall qualitative consistency in trends of the two types of data in both figures. From [Shaw, 2013b]
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Figure 5: Single strand versus multistrand rough faults. (a) Single strand. (b) Multi strand. (c) Slip

rate across single strand fault system. (d) Slip rate integrated across multi-strand fault system. Note

much higher slip rate compared with (c), and more coherent coordinated behavior across the system.

(e) Magnitudes in time on singles strand. Small magnitudes below M4 indicate locking behavior. (f)

Magnitudes in time on multi-stranded system. Only a few isolated locking patches are seen with M< 4.
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